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When Can Opinions Be “False” and Result in False Claims Act Liability: Three Circuit Courts Provide Conflicting Guidance—Part II

By Robert S. Salcido*

Recently three circuit courts have considered when opinions can be false under the False Claims Act (“FCA”). Although the circuits disagree regarding whether plaintiff must establish “objective falsity” to assert an FCA violation, they agree that the common law provides guidance regarding when an opinion can be false under the FCA. In the first part of this two-part article, which appeared in the February 2021 issue of Pratt’s Government Contracting Law Report, the author discussed the background of the issue and U.S. Supreme Court precedent. In this second part of the article, the author explains the circuit split and offers key takeaways.

ELEVENTH CIRCUIT’S DECISION IN ASERACARE APPLIES OMNICARE’S COMMON LAW TEST

In AseraCare, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Eleventh Circuit considered the circumstances in which a certification can be considered “false” when the hospice provider certifies that the patient is “terminally ill,” and clinicians can reasonably disagree regarding whether a patient is “terminally ill.”

To establish its case, the government retained an expert physician to review a sample of claims to determine whether patients admitted to the hospice were terminally ill. Upon direct review of patients’ medical records and clinical histories, the government’s expert opined that 123 patients from a sample were ineligible for the hospice benefit at the time the defendant received reimbursement for their care.31

---

* Robert S. Salcido is a partner at Akin Gump Strauss Hauer & Feld LLP representing clients in False Claims Act and qui tam litigation and providing counseling regarding the application of health care fraud and abuse laws. He may be reached at rsalcido@akingump.com. (The footnotes in this article are continued from Part I.)

31 938 F.3d 1278, 1285 (11th Cir. 2019). Specifically, in developing its case, the government began by identifying a universe of approximately 2,180 patients for whom defendant had billed Medicare for at least 365 continuous days of hospice care. Id. at 1284. The government then focused its attention on a sample of 223 patients from within that universe. Id. at 1284–85. Through direct review of these patients’ medical records and clinical histories, the government’s primary expert witness identified 123 patients from the sample pool who were, in his view, ineligible for the hospice benefit at the time the defendant received reimbursement for their care.
However, he conceded that he could not say the defendant’s medical expert, who disagreed with him concerning the accuracy of the prognoses at issue, was necessarily wrong.\textsuperscript{32}

Moreover, the government’s expert never testified that, in his opinion, no reasonable doctor could have concluded that the identified patients were terminally ill at the time of certification.\textsuperscript{33}

At the conclusion of trial, after the jury had heard the government’s and the hospice’s expert clinicians’ divergent opinions regarding whether the patients were terminally ill, the district court provided the following instruction to the jury on falsity: “A claim is ‘false’ if it is an assertion that is untrue when made or used. Claims to Medicare may be false if the provider seeks payment, or reimbursement, for health care that is not reimbursable.”\textsuperscript{34}

Thus, under the court’s instruction, the precise question before the jury was which doctor’s interpretation of those medical records sounded more correct. In other words, in this battle of experts, the jury was to decide which expert it thought to be more persuasive, with the less persuasive opinion being deemed a “false” opinion.\textsuperscript{35}

Under the court’s falsity instruction, the jury ultimately found that the defendant had submitted false claims for 104 of the 123 patients at issue during the relevant time period.\textsuperscript{36} Following the partial verdict in this first phase of

\textit{Id.} at 1285. Should it prevail as to this group, the government intended to extrapolate from the sample to impose further liability on the defendant for a statistically valid set of additional claims within the broader universe of hospice patients for whom the defendant received Medicare payments. \textit{Id.} at 1285.\textsuperscript{32}

\textit{Id.} at 1287.\textsuperscript{33}

\textit{Id.} at 1289. Prior to trial, the defendant moved the district court to bifurcate trial into two phases: Phase One would address the FCA’s falsity element and Phase Two would address the FCA’s remaining elements and the government’s common-law claims. \textit{Id.} at 1286. The district court granted the motion in light of its concern that evidence pertinent to the knowledge element of the FCA would confuse the jury’s analysis of the threshold question of whether the claims at issue were “false” in the first instance. \textit{Id.} at 1287. The court did allow in Phase One general testimony regarding the defendant’s business practices and claims submission process during the relevant time period, but only to contextualize the falsity analysis and “afford[] the jury an opportunity to more fully understand the hospice process within [the defendant].” \textit{Id.} at 1287. The court noted that such evidence was not, however, admissible to prove the falsity of the claims at issue. \textit{Id.} \textsuperscript{35}

\textit{Id.} at 1288–89.\textsuperscript{36}

\textit{Id.} at 1289.
trial, the defendant moved for judgment as a matter of law, arguing that the court had articulated the wrong legal standard in its jury instructions.\(^{37}\)

The district court agreed, noting that it “became convinced that it had committed reversible error in the instructions it provided to the jury.”\(^{38}\) It ultimately concluded that proper jury instructions would have advised the jury of two “key points of law” that the court had not previously acknowledged: (1) that the FCA’s falsity element requires proof of an objective falsehood, and (2) that a mere difference of opinion between physicians, without more, is not enough to show falsity.\(^{39}\) The court ultimately concluded that the only way to cure the prejudice its instruction caused was to order a new trial.\(^{40}\)

The Eleventh Circuit concurred with the district court that a mere reasonable disagreement among clinicians is insufficient to establish FCA falsity. The court noted that a government witness conceded that “two doctors using their clinical judgment could come to different conclusions about a patient’s prognosis and neither be right or wrong.”\(^{41}\) The court concluded that under these circumstances the physician’s judgment could not be false, ruling that a “properly formed and sincerely held clinical judgment is not untrue even if a different physician later contends that the judgment is wrong.”\(^{42}\)

In reaching this conclusion, the Eleventh Circuit cited to and relied upon the Supreme Court’s decision in *Omnicare.*\(^{43}\) In addition to adhering to *Omnicare’s* general principle that a properly formed and sincerely held opinion is not untrue even if a different person contends that it is wrong, the *AseraCare* court also identified essentially the same factors that could render the opinion false.

For example, the court noted that the physician’s opinion can be false if the plaintiff proves that the physician did not, in fact, subjectively believe that her patient was terminally ill at the time of certification.\(^{44}\)

---

\(^{37}\) *Id.* at 1289–90.

\(^{38}\) *Id.* at 1290.

\(^{39}\) *Id.*

\(^{40}\) *Id.*

\(^{41}\) *Id.* at 1296.

\(^{42}\) *Id.* at 1297.

\(^{43}\) *Id.*

\(^{44}\) *Id.*
The physician’s opinion can also be false if it is at odds with verifiable facts such as when expert evidence proves that no reasonable physician could have concluded that a patient was terminally ill given the relevant medical records.45

The physician’s opinion can also be false if the physician knows of no facts that would justify the opinion such as failing to review a patient’s medical records or otherwise familiarize herself with the patient’s condition before asserting that the patient is terminal because it fails to reflect clinical judgment.46

But the court concluded, by contrast, that a reasonable difference of opinion among physicians reviewing medical documentation ex post is not sufficient on its own to suggest that those judgments—or any claims based on them—are false under the FCA.47

The court acknowledged that compelling the plaintiff to establish objective falsity “will likely prove more challenging for an FCA plaintiff” than “to find an expert witness willing to testify to a contrasting clinical judgment regarding cold medical records.” But ultimately, “if this is a problem, it is one for Congress or CMS to solve.”48

NINTH CIRCUIT ESSENTIALLY APPLIES SAME COMMON LAW TEST AS DESCRIBED IN ASERACARE

In Winter, relator contended that defendants submitted Medicare claims falsely certifying that patients’ inpatient hospitalizations were medically necessary.49

The district court ruled that to prevail, plaintiff must show that defendant knowingly made an objectively false representation “so a statement that implicates a doctor’s clinical judgment can never state a claim under the FCA because ‘subjective medical opinions . . . cannot be proven to be objectively false.’ ”50

The U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit reversed, ruling that Congress imposed no requirement of proving an “objective falsity” and it could not engraft that requirement on to the statute.51 The court concluded that a

45 Id.
46 Id.
47 Id.
48 Id. at 1301.
49 953 F.3d at 1112.
50 Id. at 1113.
51 Id.
“doctor, like anyone else, can express an opinion that he knows to be false, or that he makes in reckless disregard of its truth or falsity.”

The court noted that CMS defines a “reasonable and necessary” service as one that “meets, but does not exceed, the patient’s medical need,” and is furnished “in accordance with accepted standards of medical practice for the diagnosis or treatment of the patient’s condition . . . in a setting appropriate to the patient’s medical needs and condition.”

The court noted that the Medicare program trusts doctors to use their clinical judgment based on “complex medical factors,” but does not give them unfettered discretion to decide whether inpatient admission is medically necessary. “The factors that lead to a particular clinical expectation must be documented in the medical record in order to be granted consideration.”

The court noted that because Congress did not define “false or fraudulent,” it would presume that Congress “incorporated the common-law definitions including the rule that a statement need not contain an ‘express falsehood’ to be actionable.” As to false opinions, the court noted that under “the common law, a subjective opinion is fraudulent if it implies the existence of facts that do not exist, or if it is not honestly held.” The court noted that the FCA imposes liability for all “false or fraudulent claims” and “it does not distinguish between ‘objective’ and ‘subjective’ falsity of carve out an exception for clinical judgments and opinions.”

The court stated that the Eleventh Circuit’s decision in AseraCare was not directly to the contrary.

First, it noted that AseraCare did not conclude that all subjective statements are incapable of falsity.
Second, *AseraCare* confined its decision to the hospice benefit which the court stated defers to whether a physician has based a recommendation for hospice treatment on a genuinely held clinical opinion whether a patient was terminally ill.\(^{61}\)

The court concluded that a physician’s certification that inpatient hospitalization was “medically necessary” can be false or fraudulent for the same reasons any opinion can be false or fraudulent. Like in *AseraCare*, the court noted that these “reasons include if the opinion is not honestly held, or if it implies the existence of facts—namely, that inpatient hospitalization is needed to diagnose or treat a medical condition, in accordance with accepted standards of medical practice—that do not exist.”\(^{62}\)

The court concluded that for purposes of Rule 12(b)(6), the relator adequately pled these factors.

For example, there was reason to conclude that the physicians may not have believed that an admission was necessary or that there was no factual foundation to conclude that an admission was necessary. The court observed, for instance, that relator, who was a former Director of Care Management at Gardens Regional Hospital, claimed that she observed that the admissions in the hospital spiked once owners of a nursing facility, which made referrals to the hospital, became co-owners of a management company that operated the hospital.\(^{63}\)

The court noted that this reveals that defendants had a financial motive to falsify Medicare claims and pressure physicians to increase admissions when presumably the physicians would not otherwise believe that admission was necessary.\(^{64}\)

The court also noted that relator’s complaint identified 65 allegedly false claims in “great detail” and that the admissions failed to satisfy InterQual criteria that represents the “consensus of medical professionals’ opinions,” which presumably would also indicate that the physicians did not actually believe that admission was necessary.\(^{65}\)

Finally, relator set forth anecdotal information that she confronted one doctor regarding the admissions, and he stated that hospital management

\(^{61}\) *AseraCare*, 714 F.3d 1119.

\(^{62}\) *AseraCare*, 714 F.3d at 1119.

\(^{63}\) *AseraCare*, 714 F.3d at 1112, 1115.

\(^{64}\) *AseraCare*, 714 F.3d at 1119–20.

\(^{65}\) *AseraCare*, 714 F.3d at 1120.
压住了他，让他推荐患者进行不必要的住院治疗，从而表明医生并不认为这些住院是必要的，或者没有事实基础来支持住院。66

法院指出，原告不仅提出了合理的不同意见。67 例如，她声称，医院的许多住院是因为实验室测试已经证明的诊断，而且许多住院是为了精神治疗，尽管医院并不是精神病医院——而其中一名患者甚至从未看过精神科医生。68

法院裁定，即使要否定原告对医疗记录的评估，这些其他事实也足以使她的欺诈指控成立。69

因此，最终，尽管第九巡回法院在认为 FCA 要求客观上的虚假性方面存在分歧，但在分析虚假意见何时可构成欺诈时，它采用了与第十一巡回法院在 AseraCare 中相同的普通法规则。70 首先，一般而言，一个意见不能是假的，除非说话者暗示了不存在的事实，或者意见不是真诚的。71

第三巡回法院援引普通法，但未能在分析中应用它，以确定何时“假”意见是可行动的。

在 Druding 中，原告方声称被告的临终关怀机构接受不可申请临终关怀的人，指示员工在不适当的情况下更改这些患者的 Medicare 认证文件以反映资格。70 原告聘请了一位专家，基于对医疗记录的审查，声称有 35% 的患者不适当获得临终关怀服务。71 在他的看来，任何有经验的医生都会得出同样的结论。72

66 Id.
67 Id.
68 Id. at 1120–21.
69 Id.
70 952 F.3d at 91.
71 Id.
72 Id. at 94.
Defendant’s expert disagreed and opined that a reasonable physician would have found that all of the patients were hospice-eligible on each occasion.\(^{73}\)

At summary judgment, the district court ruled for defendant finding that a mere difference of opinion between experts regarding the accuracy of the prognosis was insufficient to create a triable dispute of fact as to the element of falsity.\(^{74}\)

The U.S. Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit reversed. It rejected the district court’s holding that a “mere difference of opinion” is insufficient to show FCA falsity. It found that a mere “difference of medical opinion is enough evidence to create a triable dispute of fact regarding FCA falsity.”\(^{75}\) It also concluded that the district court’s “objective” falsity standard improperly conflates the elements of falsity and scienter.\(^{76}\)

But the Third Circuit’s decision in Druding contains two clear flaws.

First, while invoking the common law, it did not apply the common law standard to determine when opinions can be false.

Second, while stating that the Eleventh Circuit in AseraCare wrongfully conflated the FCA’s falsity and knowledge elements, the Third Circuit then proceeded to conflate the knowledge element with falsity and effectively wrote the FCA’s falsity element out of the statute.

As to the falsity element, since Congress did not define what makes a claim “false” or “fraudulent,” the court looked to common law to fill the gap but did not apply it to the facts.\(^{77}\) For example, the court noted that the common law recognized that opinions can be false.\(^{78}\)

However, the court did not identify any evidence that:

1. The speaker (either the doctors making the certification or the defendant’s expert) does not actually hold the opinion;

\(^{73}\) Id. at 91.

\(^{74}\) Id.

\(^{75}\) Id. at 100. See also id. at 101 (“We therefore find that a physician’s expert testimony challenging a hospice certification creates a triable issue of fact for the jury regarding falsity”).

\(^{76}\) Id. at 95.

\(^{77}\) Id.

\(^{78}\) Id. (citing Restatement (Second) of Torts §§ 525, 539 that “an opinion may be false when the speaker makes an express statement contrary to the opinion he or she actually holds”). Also, like the Eleventh Circuit in AseraCare, it cited to the Supreme Court’s decision in Omnicare, but unlike the AseraCare court, did not apply its rule.
(2) The opinion contains an embedded fact which is false;

(3) The speaker knows facts that would preclude such an opinion; or

(4) The speaker does not know facts that would justify the opinion.

As the Supreme Court noted in *Omnicare*, in applying the common law rule, a sincere statement of pure opinion, as a general matter, is not an “untrue statement of material fact” even if the speaker is ultimately wrong.\(^{79}\) The Third Circuit did not apply this principle.

As to conflating falsity and knowledge, the Third Circuit asserted that the trial court wrongfully conflated falsity with knowledge because the district court noted, in rejecting relators’ claim, that relators failed to establish evidence that any physician lied or certified a patient as hospice-eligible whom that physician believed was not hospice-eligible.\(^{80}\)

But, rather than conflate the falsity and knowledge elements, the district court correctly segregated the falsity and knowledge element because when determining whether an opinion is false, under the common law, the common law looks to the speaker’s intent. For example, did the speaker know the opinion was false? Did the speaker know that no facts supported the opinion? Did the speaker know that material facts undermined the opinion?

By contrast, the Third Circuit’s ruling conflates the falsity and knowledge elements and undermines the Supreme Court’s ruling in *Omnicare*. It undermines *Omnicare* because by ruling that falsity can be determined by merely an after-the-fact battle between two clinicians who reasonably disagree, *Omnicare*’s principle that an honestly held opinion without more cannot be false is subverted.\(^{81}\)

---

\(^{79}\) See *id.*, 575 U.S. at 186.

\(^{80}\) 952 F.3d at 96. The Third Circuit unscored that the falsity and knowledge elements must be kept separate: “we make clear that in our Court, findings of falsity and scienter must be independent from one another for purposes of FCA liability.” *Id.* at 100. As noted in detail below, its rule fails to achieve this objective.

\(^{81}\) Perhaps recognizing this flaw, the Third Circuit appears to seek to sidestep this issue—regarding when clinical opinions can be false—by asserting that this case is really a legally false claim case, and not a factually false claim case. Specifically, the court noted that the issue is whether defendant adhered to the regulatory requirement that the clinical information and documentation must support the prognosis. *Id.*, 952 F.3d at 100. But the analysis of whether the physician’s clinical opinion that the patient is terminally ill can be false (a factually false issue) is no different from the analysis of whether the physician’s clinical opinion that the documentation supports her opinion that the patient is terminally ill can be false under the regulation (the legally false issue). The court’s analysis of factual falsity versus legal falsity, in this context, is merely a distinction without a difference. The falsity issue still revolves around whether the common law
Moreover, falsity and knowledge are conflated because there would be substantial risk that a juror's perception of whether the underlying claim is false could be tainted merely because the juror hears evidence that the facility had flawed policies and procedures. For example, as the district court and Eleventh Circuit feared in *AseraCare*, a juror could find a claim to be false—even though evidence existed in the medical record that the patient was terminally ill—because the juror heard evidence that the hospice defendant had flawed procedures and policies to determine whether the patient was terminally ill in the first instance.\(^{82}\)

The existence of flawed policies does not render a particular medical claim to be false if the medical evidence shows that the patient was in fact terminally ill.

Thus, while ostensibly the Third Circuit designed its rule to avoid conflation of falsity and knowledge, its ruling provided substantial risk that such conflation would occur in practice.

Additionally, it potentially writes the falsity element out of the statute to the extent plaintiff's knowledge evidence clouds the jury's perception of whether the underlying opinion is a false opinion in the first instance.

**TAKEAWAYS FROM DEVELOPING CASE LAW**

There are countless examples of FCA certifications that require ultimately an opinion or exercise of discretion. These range from opining on whether a service is medically necessary, whether sufficient documentation exists to support a claim and whether the compensation paid to physicians is set at fair market value for purposes of the Stark law.

criteria for when opinions can be false are satisfied and here the court did not provide any grounds for why the medical record documentation was not sufficient to support the physicians' clinical opinion that the patient was terminally ill.\(^{82}\) See *AseraCare*, 938 F.3d at 1287 (noting that the district court bifurcated the falsity and knowledge elements "in light of its concern that evidence pertinent to the knowledge element of the FCA would confuse the jury's analysis of the threshold question of whether the claims at issue were 'false' in the first instance. The court noted that, while 'pattern and practice' evidence showing deficiencies in *AseraCare*'s admission and certification procedures could help establish *AseraCare*'s knowledge of the alleged scheme to submit false claims—the second element of the government's case—the falsity of the element of the claims 'cannot be inferred by reference to *AseraCare*'s general corporate practices unrelated to specific patients'"). The Eleventh Circuit agreed with this general approach. See *id.* at 1305 (noting on remand that the government must be able to link its knowledge evidence to the specific false claims to establish both elements). The Court in *Omnicare* also endorsed the principle that a reckless truth does not result in liability if the underlying representation is true. See *id.*., 575 U.S. at 185, n. 2 ("if our CEO did not believe that her company’s TVs had the highest resolution on the market, but (surprise!) they really did, § 11 would not impose liability for her statement").
In resolving whether these certifications are false, the Supreme Court’s decision in *Omnicare* and the Eleventh Circuit’s decision in *AseraCare* provide a framework, grounded in the common law, to resolve when opinions can be false at the pleading stage, at summary judgment and during an internal audit when deciding whether an overpayment obligation exists.

At the pleading stage, plaintiff alleging a false opinion must plead plausible facts with sufficient factual content that allows the court to draw the reasonable inference that the defendant is liable by asserting how the defendant knew that the opinion is false, knew that facts precluded that opinion or does not know facts that would justify the opinion.\(^{83}\)

Similarly, at the summary judgment stage, the plaintiff must offer concrete evidence from which a reasonable juror could return a verdict in plaintiff’s favor that the defendant knew that the opinion is false, knew that facts precluded that opinion or does not know facts that would justify the opinion.

Finally, when conducting an internal audit, a company will know that it does not have an overpayment obligation regarding an opinion unless there is clear evidence that the person rendering the opinion did not believe that opinion, knew that facts precluded that opinion or did not know facts that would justify the opinion.

\(^{83}\) As the Supreme Court noted in *Omnicare*, this pleading standard would require that, at a minimum, plaintiff assert more than simply that the opinion is wrong, but must call into question the speaker’s basis for offering the opinion. 575 U.S. at 194. Specifically, the plaintiff should identify the particular (and material) facts going to the basis for the speaker’s opinion such as facts about the inquiry the speaker did or did not conduct or the knowledge she did or did not have, whose omission makes the opinion statement at issue misleading to a reasonable person reading the statement fairly and in context. *Id.* As the Court concluded, this “is no small task.” *Id.*